
The Flowermate family is getting bigger. All the more we are pleased to introduce The Cap to you. The 
device fits in every pocket and is a very small mobile vaporizer.

Insulated airflow and Iso-13485 norm (medical standard) for high quality materials, guarantee amazing 
taste and vapor.

The easy one-button operation, the vibration alarm and our safety concept ensure that the vaporizer can 
be operated blindly in a jacket pocket or trouser pocket. The airflow is very open, which many of you will 
surely like. The mouthpiece contains zirconium. This spiral cools the vapor and makes it pleasantly mild 
to inhale. The heating-up time is less than twenty seconds and the automatic switch-off is five minutes. 
There is no standby mode on our model, because it is annoying when the device switches itself on again 
by pressing a button in your jacket pocket, rucksack etc., so we decided to switch it off completely after 
five minutes.
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Operating the CAP:
If you want to vaporize, press the button five times in a row and a vibration follows, after a 
maximum of twenty seconds the next buzzing follows. The three temperature levels can be 
switched through by pressing three times. As said before, everything works blind in your 
pocket. The Cap, discreet and safe.

The 3 temperature levels are as follows:

blue LED - low temperature: 196°C / 385°F
green LED - medium temperature: 205°C / 400°F
red LED - high temperature: 215°C / 420°F
Battery level indicator:

3 green LED - 100% battery
2 green LED - approx. 60% battery
1 green LED - approx. 30% battery
2 years warranty directly above us. If the Cap has a defect you send it directly to us, we check, 
repair or exchange it. Shipping costs are to be paid by you. Send us an email and we will tell 
you the procedure and the return address.

Measurements and weight:
30 x 92 x 20 mm - disappears in each hand and weighs only 52 grams

Scope of delivery:
1 x The Cap (please choose your color above)
3 x chamber sieves
2 x mouthpiece strainers
1 x brush 1 x metal stirring aid
1 x USB cable
1 x operating instructions (EN / DE)
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